
                                                                                                                                          

Discerning the Times 

Part 8 

 

 
 

F. du Toit 

1 Chronicles 12:32 

“From the tribe of Issachar there were 200 leaders of the tribe with their 

relatives. All these men understood the signs of the times and knew the best 

course for Israel to take.” 

Has the western world been deceived to use a different timing device? The 

forefathers of our faith had been skilled in recognising the seasons, and times 

for a king to be born, by looking up into the night sky.  David writes that the 

heavens declare the glory of the Most High God. In the modern cities of our 

day we hardly see any stars. It is only when you wander into remote places 

that the magnificence of the night sky takes your breath away.  I believe that to 

discern the times is crucial for those involved in spiritual warfare. This is a 

division overlooked or ignored for too long. May this study serve those who 

are called to enter this domain.   
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The words Matrix, Ley lines and the Network have been associated with the occult world 

and have become a field of interest for those who want to oppose the dark kingdom of 



Satan. For the Christian believer involved in Spiritual Warfare it will merely be a matter of 

time before these concepts find their way into their discussions.  Yet it seems to remain a 

topic that the body of Christ knows little about. This study will attempt to give a bigger 

picture on this topic.  

Please note that content in brackets written in capital letters is the explanation of the author 

given in an attempt to bring insight to the words preceding the words in brackets. There is 

no attempt to change the meaning of the scripture but rather to link the truth from one 

passage of scripture with the next. This is best done placing the scripture and the 

explanation next to each other. 

 

The terminology used in the Bible when it talks about the network 

The first concept to be discussed is the essence of God. 

Water 

John 4:24,“…God is Spirit and those who worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in 

truth”. 

In the books of Revelation and Ezekiel water is described as surrounding, or flowing from, 

the throne of God. The symbol of water in die kingdom of Yeshua is profound. Water refers 

to the Spirit of God, His essence, His Word, His being. The concept of water is used to 

describe a spiritual truth with a word that is familiar to the human spirit-soul in the natural 

world we live in. 

 

 

 

 

John 14:27, “Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you; I do not give it to you as the 

world does…” 

Isaiah 66:12, “I will extend peace to her like a river”. 

Peace is part of a person’s inner being and not a physical part of his body. To give you peace 

means that you receive something from a person’s inner being into you own inner man. 

When the Lord invites us to receive from Him, that what we need to quench our thirst, He 

tells us to come and drink His living water. 

John 4:13-14, “Jesus answered her; all who drink of this water will be thirsty again. But 

whosoever drink of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that I 

give him shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life” 



To receive the water of Yeshua means to become one spirit with Him. This is repeated when 

Christ talks about the communion saying that the man who eats His flesh and drinks His 

blood becomes one spirit with Him. 

Habakkuk 2:14 “But the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the Lord’s glory like 

waters covers the sea”. 

The glory of God, and how it spreads over the earth, is described in terms of the waters that 

cover the earth and form a sea. 

When we discuss the network in the Kingdom of God, we will refer to the essence or glory 

of God that is released in this network.  It covers the earth and establishes the Godly designs 

and rule on the earth. 

The nature of rain, which is also used to symbolise that what is given to the people from 

God in Joel 2:23,  is to bless and cause the earth to bring forth all kinds of life forms thus 

covering the earth in glory. 

The vine 

John 15: 5, ”I am the vine and you are the branches, if you remain in me and I in you, you 

will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing”. 

Plants are known for distributing plant sap from the roots to all 

parts of the plant. This is a crucial action to insure the plant stays 

alive and can produce fruit. This is a very direct reference to the 

godly network in scripture. This metaphor describes the design of 

the godly network, how it functions and its purpose, all in one! Plant 

sap is mostly water. Again, water is used as a metaphor to describe 

the essence of God. 

The original network 

In the beginning, God created Adam from the earth and breathed into him His essence 

(Genesis 2:7). Adam became a being that was made with a part from the earth, his body, 

and a part that is not from the earth, but from God Himself – his spirit-soul. Because of how 

God designed Adam, Adam could connect with God. Adam could yada, that is, to be known 

by God and to know God himself.  It was the original design to have the ability to entangle 

the spirit of Adam with the Spirit of God so that God could release His Godly essence 

through Adam onto the earth. 

When Adam was looking to repeat the design on the earth, he could not find a living thing 

with whom he could entangle or join himself with, in order to release the godly essence 

placed in him. He went to every animal and understood their design. He gave them each a 

name to describe their essence. When he returned to God he reported that he could not 

find one that was like himself (Genesis 2:20). That statement explains that Adam was 

looking to network with another being but could find no other creature to connect with. He 

could not find another being with his essence on the earth. God then made Eve from the 



substance of Adam. Eve had an earth component, as well as the same life force that God 

released into Adam when he was created. In Eve, Adam found a created being that carried 

the same design as he did himself. Now it was possible to connect and extend the network 

from God, to Adam to Eve. Their children would be the next extension of the network 

through which God would release His life force, glory, and Word onto the earth.  

The earth would respond to this Godly presence by producing life, fruit in every season, and 

supporting the health in the bodies of the human race. The essence of God was covering the 

earth through the presence of Adam and Eve having in them the Godly life force that would 

sustain and provide for themselves and the earth around them. 

What went wrong? 

Most believers would agree that sin entered the world when Adam and Eve were deceived 

by Satan in the Garden of Eden.  What actually happened with Adam and Eve? The act of 

disobedience resulted in Satan gaining an entry point into the sacred network of The Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit. That means that Satan released his essence onto the network. He 

attempted to mingle his essence with the human race, and he succeeded. Because God is 

Holy, Adam and Eve were immediately separated from Him, and although Adam and Eve 

could stand in front of God, they were separated in their spirit-soul (Genesis 2:17). Up and 

until sin entered the spirit-network, God had supplied Adam and Eve with His life force.  

After sin entered, He separated and removed His connection with the human race. That 

resulted in Adam and Eve dying spiritually and eventually also physically. Immediately the 

earth became cursed because of the life force of God no longer flowing through Adam and 

connecting with the earth (Genesis 3:17). The earth could no longer support Adam as was 

the original design, resulting in Adam having to toil the earth in order to harvest from the 

earth and earn his living.   

God’s network design did not stop to exist. He had only removed Himself from its 

connection here on the earth. All humans and the earth would suffer loss and slowly begin 

to die. Fortunately God had placed a design in His creation to rejuvenate itself. It is called 

seed. But now the design that was supposed to bring life in abundance could barely keep up. 

The earth went into survival mode and waits expectantly for the sons of God to be revealed 

on the earth.  

Romans 8:19 – 23, “For [even the whole] creation (all nature) waits expectantly and longs 

earnestly for God’s sons to be made known [wait for the revealing, the disclosing of their 

son-ship]. 

   

For the creation (nature) was subjected to frailty (to futility, condemned to frustration), 

not because of some intentional fault on its part, but by the will of Him Who so subjected 

it – [Yet] with the hope… 

That nature (creation) itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and corruption [and 

gain entrance] into the glorious freedom of God’s children. 



We know that the whole creation has been moaning together in the pains of labour until 

now. 

And not only the creation, but we ourselves too, who have and enjoy the first fruit of the 

[Holy] Spirit [a foretaste of the blissful things to come] groan inwardly as we wait for the 

redemption of our bodies [from sensuality and the grave, which will reveal] our adoption 

(our manifestation as God’s sons). 

Satan then shifted his attention to the seed. He knew that seed produces according to its 

design. He had to spread his essence on the network and corrupt the seed, starting with the 

seed of the human race.  

Genesis 3:15 “ And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your 

offspring [SEED, DNA, NEPHILIM, GAINTS, UNGODLY NETWORK] and her offspring  [SEED, 

DNA,THE MESSIAH, THE CHRIST, THOSE IN CHRIST, HUMAN GENOME, REVEALED SON OF 

GOD, GODLY NETWORK] “  (content of brackets mine) 

The war was on and Satan wasted no time. In Genesis 6 a treacherous attack was launched 

by Satan to corrupt the seed of the human race, when the fallen sons of God entered into 

the women and giants were born on the earth – more will be said about this elsewhere. 

The network was corrupted and polluted with the essence of Satan. His connection would 

cause death upon the earth, as he and all the other evil entities connected to the network 

would drain the life force from it, as it was made available by humans that were connected 

to it. Soul and spirit ties and DNA would link humans spreading their iniquity, sin and 

rebellion from one region of the earth to another and from one generation to the next. A 

Godly design was hijacked.  

Satan went on to connect every possible source of life and energy to this ungodly network 

that covered the earth; animals, the earth’s magnetic force, the sun and the moon, to 

mention only a few. Satan proceeded to modify the network with his designs, in order to 

cover the earth with his ungodly network. Today we know it as the second heaven; as it lies 

just beyond the earth plane. The occult world will have many references to these structures, 

but it is probably best known as what is known as ley lines.  

The good news is that God was not caught off guard with what happened. Even before the 

foundation of the world He had predestined the coming of the Messiah, the One that would 

save and set the human spirit free from the network of sin and death. 

Restoration of the connection between the spirit-soul of man and 

God 

John 4:24, “God is Spirit and those who worship Him must worship Him in spirit [HUMAN 

SPIRIT FORMS AN ENMESHMENT WITH THE SPIRIT OF GOD] and in truth” [WORDS OF GOD 

TESTED BY FIRE TO REMOVE THE TRADITIONS AND OPINIONS OF MEN].  (Content of 

brackets mine) 



John 15: 5, ”I am the vine and you are the branches [YOUR SPIRIT CANNOT LIVE IF IT IS NOT 

CONNECTED TO THE SPIRIT OR BODY OF CHRIST, A BRANCH THAT IS NOT PART OF THE 

MAIN VINE CANNOT RECEIVE THE LIFE FORCE IT NEEDS] , if you remain in me and I in you, 

you will bear much fruit [ IF YOUR SPIRIT CAN YADA, BE CONNECTED TO MY SPIRIT,  YOU 

WILL BE ABLE TO RECEIVE MY LIFE FORCE IN YOUR SPIRIT]; apart from me you can do 

nothing” [ APART FROM THE GODLY NETWORK YOU CANNOT RECEIVE THE LIFE FORCE OF 

GOD – YOU CANNOT RECEIVE WATER, LIGHT, LIFE, THE WORD, and THE SPIRIT OF GOD].   

(Content of brackets mine) 

John 3: 5, “Jesus answered, I assure you. Most solemnly I tell you, unless a man is born of 

water [RECEIVE THE ESSENCE OF GOD] and [even] the Spirit [BE CONNECTED TO CHRIST, 

WHO IS GOD’S BODILY NETWORK, IN ORDER TO RECEIVE GOD’S LIFE FORCE], he cannot 

enter the kingdom of God [BECOME PART OF THE GODLY DESIGNS ON EARTH THAT ARE 

CONNECTED TO THE GODLY DESIGNS IN HEAVEN, THUS KNOWING HEAVEN WHILE HE IS 

STILL ON EARTH - EDEN RESTORED.”   (Content of brackets mine) 

Colossians 2:12, “[Thus you were circumcised when] you were buried with Him in [your] 

baptism [YOU DIED TO YOUR OLD DNA AND CAME OFF THE UNGODLY NETWORK], in which 

you were also raised with Him [to a new life] through [your] faith in the working of God [as 

displayed] when He raised Him up from the dead” [YOU BECAME ALIVE IN CHRIST, 

RECEIVING HIS LIFE ESSENCE, NOT UNDER THE LAW OF SIN AND DEATH ANYMORE BUT 

NOW PART OF THE LAW OF THE SPIRIT, PART OF THE GODLY NETWORK.   (Content of 

brackets mine) 

Christ Himself was never on the corrupted network. He was without sin and not part of the 

human genome. When God the Father made covenant with Abraham it was to secure a 

portal for the Spirit of His Son to receive an avatar, or human body, which would give Him 

the right to walk on the earth. His essence was never connected to the sinful network that 

held the human race captive. He came to YADA with his disciples and began a new network 

with the spirit of humans. His death and victory over sin and death on the cross, paid the 

legal demands that were required for every human spirit-soul to be released from the 

corrupted network, blocking the essence of Satan from flooding the redeemed human spirit 

soul. The corrupted network is referred to in scripture as “darkness” and the new network 

as the system through which we would receive “light”. The life force or essence of God 

would flow from Him into us that are born again. My spirit connecting to His Spirit. Deep 

calling to deep (Ps 42). My spirit now can recognise the Spirit of God in another born again 

believer just as one part of a human body would interact with another part of the same 

human body, thus forming a godly network on the earth. This is what the earth has been 

waiting for. 

1 Peter 2:9b, “… Him who called you out of darkness [THE CORRUPTED NETWORK] into His 

marvellous light [THE NEW GODLY NETWORK OF THE BODY OF CHRIST]” (Content of 

brackets mine) 

John 4:13-14, “Jesus answered her; all who drink of this water will be thirsty again. But 

whosoever drink of the water that I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that I 

give him shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life” [THIS GODLY 



ESSENCE CAN FLOW INTO MY SPIRIT AND FLOOD MY SOUL AND HEAL MY BODY, BRINGING 

LIFE IN ABUNDANCE].   (Content of brackets mine) 

John 7:37,  “If a man is thirsty let Him come to Me and drink! [IF A MAN IS ON THE 

CORRUPTED NETWORK WHERE THERE IS NOTHING THAT CAN SUSTAIN HIS SPIRIT, LET HIM 

COME TO CHRIST TO RECEIVE THE ESSENCE OF LIFE OF CHRIST!] He who believes in Me, as 

the scripture has said, from his innermost being [WHEN HIS SPIRIT IS CONNECTED TO 

CHRIST, IT IS POSSIBLE TO RECEIVE THE LIFE OF CHRIST IN HIS SPIRIT AND THIS LIFE WILL 

FLOOD HIS SOUL AND BODY TO BRING HEALING AND LIFE] shall flow springs and rivers of 

living water. But He was speaking here of the Spirit…” (Content of brackets mine) 

Once the understanding of the corrupted network being replaced by a new Godly network 

becomes part of our belief system, a new understanding can flood our spirit-soul. 

Luke 2:22, “And no one puts new wine [THE LIFE 

ESSENCE OF CHRIST] into old wineskins [THE 

CORRUPTED NETWORK]; if he does, the wine will burst 

the skins, and the wine is lost and the bottles 

destroyed; but new wine is to be put in new wineskins 

[THE NEW NETWORK FORMED IN CHRIST; IN THIS NEW 

NETWORK THE LIFE OF CHRIST CAN BE CONTAINED 

AND RELEASED INTO THE BODY OF CHRIST.” 

  

Part 8.2  

The three things Yeshua told us to do and what their roles are in the network 

 Wash each others’ feet  

 Be born again 

 Take communion 

 

The three things Our Lord Yeshua told us to do and what their roles 

are in the network 

Wash each other’s feet  

In John 13:1 we start to read the following: 

“…Jesus knew that the time had come for Him to leave this world and return to the Father 

and as He loved those who were His own in the world, He loved them to the last and to the 



highest degree.  So it was during supper… that Jesus, knowing that the Father had put 

everything into His hands, and that He had come from God and was now returning to God, 

got up from supper, took off His garment, and taking a towel, He fastened it around His 

waist. Then He poured water into the washbasin and began to wash the disciples’ feet and 

to wipe them with the towel with which He was girded” 

V6 ”… when He came to Simon Peter, Peter said to Him, Lord, are my feet to be washed by 

You? V7 Jesus said to him; you do not understand now what I am doing, but you will 

understand later on. V8 Peter said to Him, You shall never wash my feet! Jesus answered 

him, unless I wash you, you have no part with Me. V9 Simon Peter said to Him, Lord wash 

not only my feet, but my hands and my head too! V10 Jesus said to him, anyone who has 

bathed needs only to wash his feet, but is clean all over. And you are clean… v12 so when 

He had finished washing their feet and had put on His garment and had sat down again, He 

said to them; do you understand  what I have done for you?” 

Today, Christians repeat the noble action of washing each other’s feet without looking past 

the actual deed of Christ washing the feet of His disciples and asking the question; why, and 

what was the spiritual effect it had on them? The answer will lead you to a profound truth. 

Before coming to the answer it is vital that we read two parts of scripture to bring an 

understanding for certain terminology.  

Firstly; what is the spiritual meaning of being washed? You will be pleasantly surprised to 

find some answers in Ezekiel 16:6-9 where God is speaking through the prophet about His 

love for Jerusalem [THE HUMAN SPIRIT-SOUL]. 

“And when I passed past you and saw you rolling in your blood, I said to you in your blood; 

Live! Yes I said to you still in your natal blood; Live! 

I caused you (Israel) to multiply as the bud which grows in the field, and you increased and 

you became tall and you came to full maidenhood and beauty; your breast had formed and 

your hair had grown, yet you were naked and bare. 

Now I passed by you again and looked upon you; behold, you were maturing and at the 

right time for love, and I spread my skirt over you and covered your nakedness. Yes I 

plighted My Troth to you and entered into a covenant with you, says the Lord, and you 

became Mine. 

Then I washed you with water; yes I thoroughly washed away your clinging blood from 

you and I anointed you with oil.” 

John 3:5, “I assure you, unless a man is born of water [WASH AWAY 

THE CONTAMINATED BLOOD - EZEKIEL 16] and the spirit 

[ANOINTED WITH OIL - EZEKIEL 16] he cannot enter the kingdom of 

God [BECOME PART OF THE NEW GODLY NETWORK, BECOME PART 

OF THE BODY OF CHRIST]” 



From the time of birth there clings a blood to us that speaks of our corrupted DNA or also 

referring to generational iniquity, transgressions and sin. The day we make covenant with 

Yeshua He has the right to cleanse us from the corrupted blood [OLD DNA, LAW OF SIN AND 

DEATH, and CORRUPTED NETWORK]. Several scriptures in the New Testament refer to the 

washing of the sinner in the blood in order to be redeemed and saved.  

1 John 1:7 “…and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanses us from all sin and guilt…” 

The washing of blood (Repentance) needs to take place so that the 

spirit-soul can be set free from sin, iniquities and transgressions, 

whereas the water (Baptism / to live in Christ / to become part of 

the new network) is used to cleanse for the infilling of the Holy 

Spirit. Receiving the gift of the Holy Spirit / receiving the essence of 

God that is released in the new network / becoming part of the 

body of Christ/ to bear fruit of the spirit) as it is prescribed in Acts 

2:38. 

Let me give you a picture to help explain what happens: Let us say you have a wine glass 

in which you want to decant a vintage red wine. The glass was specially designed for the 

purpose of holding a red wine. But you find a wine glass that was filled with engine oil! 

You would want to clean the glass, right?  

Step one: Decant the engine oil from the wine glass.  

Step two: Wash the glass in strong dish-washing liquid. 

Step three: Rinse the glass in clean water 

Step four: Decant the red wine into the wine glass. 

Repentance is the decanting of the oil from the class.  

The washing in blood is a separation from sin… to get rid of the corrupted nature of the old 

man; forgiveness happens. Everything in the temple was sanctified by blood. The blood had 

to deal with the legal issues. Sin demanded the death penalty.  

The washing with water is a preparation for the new life to be released into our spirit-man. 

That means that we become a vessel of honour, ready to receive the holy essence of 

Yeshua.  This takes place during the baptism of water, and when the baptism of the Spirit 

takes place.  There is a cleansing and infilling that take place. 

After a new covenant is established between God and the spirit-soul of man, it is possible 

for the born-again spirit to Yada with God.  Behind the altar that stood in the temple, there 

was a basin filled with water. Its purpose was to cleanse the priest who had made a 

sacrifice, from the blood on his hands. This action would prepare the priest to enter into the 

holy place. 



Secondly we read in Genesis 1:28-30 that God released His authority and rulership upon the 

earth through Adam. This also means that Adam received something from God that Adam 

had to receive within himself and also had to release onto the earth. Scripture says, freely 

we have received, freely give. We can only give what we receive, just as the fruit of a vine 

can only form if it had received the sap from the vine plant.  

When Adam received authority from God to rule over the earth and 

to care for it, it placed Adam in a position to release the essence 

Adam received from God, unto the earth. 

The earth would respond to this Life Force by continually producing all kinds of vegetation, 

fruit and life forms.   

Adam walked on the earth, he was in contact with the earth, and the earth responded to his 

presence in a good way. Life flowed from Adam to the earth and the earth responded by 

producing life. 

This is a Godly design to release God’s life and glory upon the earth. This was a Godly 

network. Wherever the Life of God would flow through the presence of the human race, 

there the earth would respond to produce what the humans needed. God Himself remained 

the source as long as Adam’s spirit-soul remained connected (enmeshed) with the Spirit of 

God.  

Important to note that Adam walked on the earth; his feet was in contact with the earth. 

The earth made a connection with the Godly network in Adam through his feet.  

Now let us talk about what it meant to Peter and the other disciples when Jesus said in John 

13:7-8:  

“Jesus said to him; you do not understand now what I am doing, but you will understand 

later on. V8 Peter said to Him, You shall never wash my feet! Jesus answered him, unless I 

wash you, you have no part with Me.” 

Jesus only wanted to wash the feet of his disciples because He said the rest of them are ` 

already clean. The part of his disciples that were still in contact with the earth were their 

feet. The part of them that were still in connection with the earth that were corrupted were 

their feet, and the earth was connected to the corrupted network.  

When Jesus washed His disciples’ feet He separated His disciples from the earthly 

connections and reconnected them to Himself! 

The prophetic action where one born-again spirit-soul washes the feet of another spirit-

soul, connects the spirit of the one person with the spirit of the one who is washing his feet. 

Goodness, love, healing and the essence that is released by the Father into the one person 

can flow to the next person. Always remember that Jesus loved His disciples. The ritual of 

washing feet needs to be done in love. It is love that opens the door in the spirit of a man to 

release what God has placed there.   



When Jesus spoke to His disciples He said that they will not understand what He is doing 

when He was washing their feet, yet they all experienced Him washing their feet. It is thus 

not about the outward washing of feet but rather what is happening between two spirits at 

the moment they engage in the prophetic action.   

Is it possible to wash someone’s feet without the connection being made? Yes it is. Just 

like Peter could not Yoke/Yada with Jesus when he wanted to make a soul-spirit 

connection, in the same way, if there is no love, and the person whose feet you want to 

wash resists you in his spirit, he will not be able to receive from you what you have in your 

spirit. You will not be able to make the connection.  Peter wanted to resist Jesus when He 

wanted to wash his feet. Jesus explained to Him that Peter will not be able to become part 

of Him. This was not a physical connection that was made, it was a spirit-to-spirit 

connection. 

The washing of feet is a yada experience; to become part of the 

body of Christ; to be known. 

Ephesians 2:20, “You are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets with Christ 

Jesus Himself the chief Cornerstone.” 

Colossians 1:27, “Christ in you is the hope of glory” 

When we walk on the earth with Christ in us, we are releasing the glory of God onto the 

earth. This will restore what was lost during the fall of man when sin came into the world. 

When we connect with each other we release to each other the glory of God in us. The 

body of Christ is interconnected with each other and with Christ Himself all at the same 

time. This is the new godly network as God originally designed it.  

Does the washing of feet remove a person from the ungodly network? To be removed from 

the old and become part of the new, a spirit-soul needs to born again. 

Is it possible for the unbeliever to receive the goodness from the Godly network while he is 

still connected to the ungodly network? I believe there is some truth in this, and that we 

need to wait on the Lord for deeper revelation. By faith we receive what is stored in heaven. 

Just because we have been washing people’s feet and did not see healing taking place, does 

not mean it cannot happen. Miracles happen when faith comes into action. Understanding 

the network or matrix or ley-lines, whatever you want to call it, will bring breakthroughs for 

the born-again spirit-soul.  

If we believe that this godly network exists in the kingdom of Yeshua, it becomes possible to 

receive from God what He releases through this design. Imagery used in scripture has been 

part of our Christian vernacular for decades, without us understanding the functionality 

thereof. The vine and branches, and the body and its members, were given to us to teach us 

that this design exists. The parables of a treasure in a field, and the pearl of great value, 

were given to teach us that we should want to be part of this design. The parable of the 

sower is all about the soil that was corrupted versus the soil that was not corrupted. Only 



the good soil (godly network) could produce life! The seed on the rock and hard soil 

(ungodly network) could not support the seed and it died!  

So how do people get saved while they are connected to the ungodly network that 

continually supplies lies, fear, guilt, unbelief, hate, etc.? When those who are connected to 

the godly network, those that are themselves born again, release the truth inside of them to 

those who are not born again, the unsaved will taste and see that God is good. The 

connection between the saved and the unsaved makes a way for God to reach the unsaved 

and bring them in contact to receive His goodness. 

Scripture says in Romans 2:4, “It is Your goodness that leads us to repentance, o Lord.” 

The Word is preached, and spirit-souls come to repentance. The born-again spirit-soul 

carries around him a light that drives away the darkness. It changes the atmosphere on the 

earth. The soil and plants and the spirit-soul of those who come in contact with it can 

receive this life that comes from his spirit-man. This was part of the original plan and In 

Christ Jesus it has been restored. The born-again spirit-soul gains access to this design by 

faith.   

 

Be born again 

Adam was the first Son of God to walk on the earth and every born-again believer has received the 

right to be called the Son of God.  

Luke 3:38, “…the son of Enos, the son of Seth, the son of Adam, the son of God” 

John 1: 12-13, “But to as many as did receive and welcome Him, He gave the authority to become 

the children of God, that is to those who believe in His name, who owe their birth neither to bloods 

nor the will of the flesh, nor to the will of man, but to God.” 

The words “to be born of God” are profound. It states that the life in the one that is born again is life 

that comes from God. The essence, the Spirit, the life force, the light coming from our spirit and the 

truth in a born-again spirit-soul has its origin from God Himself. The connection is made between the 

spirit of a born-again spirit and the Spirit of God. The born-again spirit has been reconnected to the 

Godly network; he can now become what he already is! 

Please read the following passage with the Godly network in mind: 

Ephesians 2 

“V4 But God – so rich is He in His mercy! Because of the great love with which He loved us, v5 even 

when we were dead by [our own] shortcomings and trespasses, He made us alive together in union 

and fellowship with Christ [He gave us the very life of Christ Himself, the same new life with which 

he quickened Him, for] it is by grace that you are saved, v6 and He raised us up together with Him 

and made us sit down together in heavenly spheres [NETWORK]  [by virtue of us being] in Christ 

Jesus. V 10 For we are God’s own handiwork, recreated [CONNECTED TO THE NEW NETWORK] in 

Christ, [born anew] that we may do those works which God predestined (planned beforehand) 

[WRITTEN IN YOUR BOOK / SCROLLS] for us [taking paths [ON THE NETWORK] which He  prepared 

ahead of time, that we should walk in them. V12 Remember that you were at that time separated 



from Christ... you were in the world without Christ. V13 But now in Christ Jesus, you who once were 

[so] far away, through the blood of Christ have been brought near. V 20 You are built upon the 

foundation of the apostles and prophets with Christ Jesus Himself the chief Cornerstone. 

V21 In Him the whole structure is joined (bound, welded) together 

harmoniously [ON THE SAME FREQUENCY, SOUND, LIGHT, 

VIBRATION] and it continues to rise (grow, increase) into a holy 

temple [BODY, NETWORK] in the Lord [a sanctuary dedicated, 

consecrated, and sacred to the presence of the Lord] v22 In Him [and 

in fellowship with one another] you yourselves also are being built 

up [ into this structure] with the rest, to form a fixed abode (dwelling 

place) of God in (by, through) the Spirit.” 

The symbol of a tree of life is used in different parts of scripture to capture a spiritual truth 

or spiritual principle. In Revelation 3:20 the concept of becoming born again is referred to as 

a person opening the portal of his spirit-man to Christ who then enters and brings with Him 

a meal to be eaten by both the new-born spirit and Christ Himself. They become one spirit 

and are known to each other (John 17:3). God uses the concept of opening a door and 

eating a meal to explain what happens when a person becomes born again.  

The Spirit-soul who opens the door of his dimensions to Christ will receive a meal to eat 

together with his Saviour. Eating a meal together is kingdom talk for the enmeshment of 

two spirits. When this happens, Christ releases His Life Force into the spirit of the human 

spirit-soul and God’s Life enters the spirit-soul dimensions of the human. 

The tree of life was given in the Garden of Eden to sustain the spirit-soul of Adam and Eve so 

that they would live for ever. The privilege to eat from the tree of life was taken away when 

they sinned, lest they eat from it and lived for ever in their state of sin (without glory, 

without spiritual life and in a state of guilt and shame).  

The tree of life is a symbol or representation of God’s Word(s) or His Essence that releases 

Life and Faith in the spirit-soul, that will make it possible for the spirit-soul to exist inter-

dimensionally. That means to move between the natural and the spiritual, between the 

Holy Place and the Holies of Holies in the Temple; going beyond the Veil.  Stated 

differently:  the essence of God once again mingles with the spirit-soul of a born again 

believer. The veil has been torn from top to bottom. These Words made it possible to 

believe that the Kingdom of God exists, and that the spirit-soul would be welcome in the 

presence of Yeshua. The tree of Life will sustain the spirit-soul once it moves and lives and 

has its being in the kingdom of God.  

Take communion 

John 6:48- 57 



“I am the bread of life. Your forefathers ate manna in the wilderness, and yet they died. But 

this is the Bread that comes down from heaven. If anyone eats of this bread, he will live for 

ever; and also the bread that I shall give for the life of the world is My flesh (body)… Jesus 

said to them, I assure you, you cannot have any life in you unless you eat the flesh of the 

Son of Man and drink His blood. He who feeds on My flesh and drinks My blood has eternal 

life, and I will raise him up from the dead on the last day. For my flesh is true food and my 

blood is true drink. He who feeds on My flesh and drinks My blood dwells continually in Me, 

and I in him.  Just as the living Father sent Me and I live by the Father, even so whoever 

continues to feed on Me shall live because of Me. 

John 6:63 

“It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh conveys no benefit whatever. The words that I have 

been speaking to you are spirit and life.” 

Matt 26:28 

“For this is my blood of the new covenant, which [ratifies the agreement and] is being 

poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins. 

Isaiah 59:21 

“As for Me this is My covenant with them says the Lord; My Spirit who is upon you [and who 

writes the law of God inwardly on the heart, and My words which I have put in your mouth 

shall not depart out from your mouth, or out of the mouth of your children, or out of the 

mouth of your children’s children, says the Lord, from henceforth forever.” 

Abraham was connected to the earth, and the earth was part of His world. Abraham had 

legal right to be on the earth, and through him a passage was established for Christ to enter 

the earthly dimension.  

God the Father made covenant with Abraham to make a connection with the earth, a 

connection between the human race and the grace of God that would manifest on earth as 

His Son. His Son, the Christ, would represent the essence of God. In Him was the Life Force 

that the Spirit-soul of every human needed to live. After the connection was restored 

between God and the spirit-soul of humans, the earth would be able to once again 

experience the presence of the Sons of God on the earth. The presence of the Sons of God 

restored the life force the earth needed to be healed.  
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Godly technologies, Stones, Gates and Portals on the Network 

Now that the concept of the network has been established, we can move on to a deeper 

understanding. Firstly, we need to understand that the design of a network lies on more 

than one place. 

In the first place the network functions in the human Spirit-soul as a closed system with the 

option of opening portals, vortexes or door-like of openings within the human himself. The 

openings connect the one dimension of the human with the other. The spirit is connected to 

the soul and the soul is connected to the body. This allows for a transfer of essence between 

the three dimensions of the human within himself. 

In the second place the network functions between humans. This forms a structure that lies 

upon the earth, that activates the third place were the network functions, and that is 

between the human and the earth and the life forms of the earth. 

The fourth place where the network is designed to work, is to form a connection between 

the human spirit and the third heaven, which is the essence of God Himself. 

 These network connections exist both in the kingdom of God and in the dark kingdom of 

Lucifer. The most obvious difference between the two networks is what is being 

distributed on the network. In the network of Lucifer it is the essence or nature of 

Lucifer. In the network of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob it is His essence of 

Life/His nature that spreads to all that are connected to it through Christ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 On the network within the human spirit-soul you will find the following devices: You will 

find a scroll. The word scroll is used in our modern vernacular simply to give some 

understanding of the ancient nature of the words placed on the spirit-soul of a human. 

Scripture says that before a human spirit-soul is born on the earth, all the days of his life 

were already recorded.  

 Secondly, you will find stones on the human spirit. The scripture underlining this 

statement will be discussed in a document titled “Living Stones - Understanding the 

Stones on the human Spirit-soul”. The design, position, abilities and purpose of the 

stones are profound and besides for the essence or Eneshema of Jehovah, the stones on 

the human spirit are the most sought after substance in the dark kingdom. They are 

desperate for it in order to regain the life and ability to be like God which they have lost 

after being cast out of His presence. 



 Humans in the cult who pursue the activation of their stones refer to it as chakras.  

 

When all twelve stones on the human spirit are activated to function according to their 

original design, there exists in that human spirit a tremendous design to live, move and 

have his being in the likeness of Jehovah, with the result of ultimately being revealed as a 

Son of God. 

Stones in Biblical texts are the exact same technologies that are referred to in the cult as 

chakras. In the Marvel Series they are referred to as foundation stones. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is very important for the Christian believer to understand that the designs you see in the 

dark kingdom of Lucifer are designs that were hijacked and consequently corrupted, yet 

these designs are still functional. That means that although the design is now in enemy 

hands and used to further the cause of Lucifer, it still works. If your enemy stole the plans of 

a fighter plane from you it will still work even if it is in the enemy‘s hands. The design is still 

functional. However the purpose and final result achieved when the design has been 

activated and used will differ dramatically from the original purpose because it is driven by 

the opposite nature, or corrupted essence, of your enemy. 

Therefore the spirit man, activated by the stolen essence of born-again believers, are 

channelled to Lucifer to activate his nine stones and it is channelled to high ranked occult 

members to activate their stones in their spirit-man. However, the designs on the stones 

will be activated to act in their state of brokenness and misplacement, resulting in evil being 

established in the life of the cult member and on the earth around him. The cult world will 

refer to the eneshema needed for the activation of their stones as energy, and they will 

attempt to find this energy from several sources.  

The channelling of this energy takes place through the three aspects of the network 

mentioned before: 1. the network within the human; 2. the network between humans; and 

3. the networks between the human and the earth, animals and even planetary systems. 

Ultimately the occult members want to gain a position where all their stones (chakras) are 

activated and united to form a design.  



This design is referred to as a light body in the cult. The light body will be established when 

the spirit-soul of the cult member vibrates at a certain level of energy, activating a structure, 

and it operates at a certain frequency. The light body will be able to travel between the 

natural world and the spiritual world, thus travelling to the different levels in the earth 

plane. There are 13 planes or levels. The lowest has the most traffic. Lucifer resides in the 

thirteenth level and it is known as his throne.  

The openings on the network that connect it to either a human, or a place on earth, or even 

different places on the net itself, are called portals, doors, altars, temples, vortexes and 

gates.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The original designs and structures are from God’s kingdom of light. The unbeliever dwells 

in a network described as darkness and a place of death. When the spirit-soul of a human 

repents for his sin, and by faith accepts Jesus Christ as His Saviour, his spirit-soul gains the 

right to be removed from the corrupted network of Lucifer and to be reconnected to the 

divine network in Christ. This happens when the spirit-soul is baptised. Only then can the 

spirit soul be called a born again spirit-soul, as it has been removed from Lucifer’s essence of 

sin, iniquity and transgressions, also known as the law of sin, and connected to the essence 

of Christ, that is also known as the Law of the Spirit and is described as living water. Once 

the spirit-soul is connected to the Divine network, scripture describes it as a fountain of 

living water that flows from his inner man. The source of this life force is the eneshema of 

the living God that is released though Christ, into the network called the Body of Christ.  

When this happens, the spirit –soul becomes enlightened, and it can now move and live and 

have his being between the natural and the spiritual worlds. This is best shown in the design 

of the temple, where the High Priest would move between the Holies and the Holy of Holies.  

In the tabernacle/temple the presence of God would be present in the form of a white cloud 

hovering over the mercy seat, over the Ark of the Covenant. The breastplate with twelve 

stones worn by the High Priest when he enters the Holy of Holies, and which represents the 

spirit-soul of the High Priest, would be exposed to the glory/light of the living God, and it 

would begin to change reflecting different frequencies of light, that together would form 

white light. The natural would be touched by the supernatural, opening a divine portal 

through which the priest could enter to represent the nation, and request for the 

atonement of their sin. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The priest could never dwell in this glory, and was allowed only to enter in once a year. After 

Chrits’s sacrifice on the cross, the veil was torn from the top to the bottom, a supernatural 

event indicating that a new time and new Way had been established through Christ’s body 

(a new network had been opened). 

The revelations regarding the Divine Network is profound, and will, as God permits, be 

discussed in the studies of Scripture following this document. 

                                                                       *** 

 

To be continued in the studies entitled “Living Stones - Understanding the Stones on the 

human Spirit-soul”.  
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